Mapping Frictions Preventing from Bicycle Commuting
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Abstract: Urban cycling is a sustainable transport mode that cities currently try to expand. However, cities still do not take advantage of geospatial technologies to understand cycling mobility based on the behavioural patterns and difficulties faced by cyclists. This study analyses a geospatial dataset crowdsourced by urban cyclists using an experimental geo-game. About 20 participants per city recorded bicycle trips during one week and, by aggregating them, we found not only the cyclists’ preferred streets but also the frictions faced during cycling. We successfully identified 284 places potentially having frictions: 71 in Münster, Germany; 70 in Castelló, Spain; and 143 in Valletta, Malta. At such places, there were a representative number of trip sections with speed lower than 5 km/h compared to the sections with cycling speed. We described the potential frictions preventing from bicycle commuting based on the distance to bicycle paths, surrounding infrastructure, and location in the urban area.
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1. Introduction

Bicycling is an excellent complement for urban transport systems and many cities worldwide try to encourage commuter cycling [1,2]. However, most pro-cycling policies seem to follow a traditional top-down approach, high-level campaigns not considering individual cyclists. Given the massive citizen adoption of mobile devices, modern geospatial technologies can play a crucial role in understanding mobility patterns. These technologies are capable of identifying not only behavioural patterns but also the obstacles forcing cyclists to deviate from their desired routes, which has been largely unexplored in the literature.

Equally as important as the geospatial technology capacities, researchers lack common definitions of the typical obstacles urban cyclists face and few studies have dealt with the impact of so-called instead of we term frictions. This study aims to programmatically identify and classify the frictions inhibiting cycling commuting, validate methods for supporting data-driven policy-making, and comparing cycling patterns among three European cities.

Mobility conditions, traffic, and pollution in many cities are forcing people to leave cars at home and cities to provide and promote alternative modes of transport. In parallel, the creation of location-based services has favoured businesses and researchers trying to understand and optimise urban mobility. Cycling’s integration with mobile devices is well established, in developed countries, but mainly for sporting purposes rather than for commuters. Such a scenario motivated us to explore the analysis of urban cycling patterns from crowdsourced location information and to develop tools for fostering bottom-up, data-driven policies for urban cycling.

This study analysed crowdsourced bicycle trips from three European cities with different cycling environments, from an almost non-existent one in Valletta, to an evolving plan in Castelló, to an internationally recognised pro-cycling environment in Münster. We analysed the proportion of trip
segments at walking speed (less than 5 km/h) with respect to segments at cycling speed (typically between 10 and 20 km/h?), and we identified 284 locations with potential cycling frictions: 71 in Münster; 70 in Castelló; and 143 in Valletta. We classified and described how such impediments could prevent citizens from bicycle commuting considering trip origin and destination, distance to bicycle paths, location within the urban area, city infrastructure and the surrounding landmarks.

This article continues with a compilation of the related work considered for this study, the methodology for the identification of frictions, and the description of the crowdsourced datasets. Next, we present results for frictions inhibiting bicycle commuting, cycling patterns, and the use of bicycle paths. Afterwards, we discuss four main topics: friction and trip concepts, grid-based methodology, sample size, and method replication, prior to conclude the paper with the study limitations, conclusions and recommendations.

2. Related Work

The analysis of cycling conditions usually belongs to transport engineering studies [1]. Transport analysis usually pursues the optimisation of urban resources such as space, fuel, air quality, noise, among others [3]. Indeed, such studies are the primary data sources available at the three cities of our study which feed national and regional statistics [4,5]. Previous work analysing “100 years of urban cycling–policy, use, and practice in 14 European cities in 9 countries” [1] helped to summarize the role of bicycles in Europe, its dominance before the 1950’s car revolution, and its attempts to return during the last two decades. Such a trend is more evident in cities such as Copenhagen [6] or Amsterdam [7].

Sustainable options such as cycling seem very promising in urban areas instead of traditional transport modes due to considerably fewer requirements for adoption and maintenance [8]. To better comprehend mobility based on physical activity or active mobility researchers created indexes to measure the restrictions faced by pedestrians, lately called “walkability” indexes [9]. More recently cycling researchers expanded this idea to evaluate cycling conditions considering infrastructure, interaction with motorised vehicles, and cultural adoption across cities [10,11]. Thus the attention to the strong relationship between walking and cycling, two popular activities usually recommended for increasing physical activity [12,13] and widely studied from the medical perspective [13]. Our research used measures for walking and cycling. Walking speed “ranged from 4.58 Km/h (127.2 cm/s) for women in their seventies to 5.26 Km/h (146.2 cm/s) for men in their forties” [14], and cycling speed ranges between 12 and 20 km/hour [15] due to the different conditions faced in urban environments.

There are very few published studies dealing with the use of mobile applications for promotion of urban cycling [16]. However, there has been work on more general applications of gamification and lately geo-games as effective tools for encouraging behavioural change and promote physical activity [17-20]. Current cycling applications use gamification to not only promote physical activity but also crowdsources cycling information. Such an approach collects more data than web-based tools like OpenCycleMap, the cycling branch of OpenStreetMap [21,22]. This trend emphasizes social interaction and cycling performance with examples such as Strava or Endomondo [23,24], rather than data collection popular in older applications such as Wikiloc [25]. Our research attempts to fill the gap between the competition and performance approach of cycling applications and the need for obtaining better data about commuting cyclists for policy-making, usually dominated by top-down strategies [1,7,26,27].

Current geospatial technologies (such as GPS, density maps, or street maps) offer visualisation of cycling data in much the same way we visualise motorised transportation [28-30]: based on trip units, mapped without considering temporal dynamics regarding days or hours, and mostly without geographical reference or with a low spatial resolution. Companies developing mobile applications tend to use heat maps [31] as the de-facto visualisation of where people bike, as seen in the Strava map. Nevertheless, novel interactive maps are not usually the core of cycling applications; some of them just adopt mainstream services such as Mapbox, Google or Apple Maps [22,33,34].
Unfortunately, cycling applications still offer limited information for policy makers and transport analysts [35–37], meaning a considerable potential for data-driven policy-making for urban cycling. The complexity of cycling commuters and the positive impact of bicycles in urban mobility challenge city managers and policy-makers to better understand and describe cycling patterns [38]. Also, the benefits for encouraging physical activity brought us back to the convenience to motivate people to cycle through mobile phones [39–41].

3. Methodology

For this study, we considered the conjunction of location-based services, bicycle commuting and spatial analysis. Our approach took advantage of concepts and tools from the three areas to provide a multi-disciplinary alternative relevant to all of them.

3.1. Data

The study analyses a geospatial dataset crowdsourced by about 60 urban cyclists during the summer of 2017 in three European cities: Castelló in Spain, Münster in Germany, and Valletta in Malta. They used Cyclist Geo-C, an experimental mobile gamified application, or geo-game, to record their bicycle trips during a one week period. The application recorded participants’ locations during each bicycle trip and up to three tags to describe their experience upon arrival. The geo-game used the capabilities of Android and the Google Fit API to record participants’ location, speed and cycled distance [42].

We considered two types of data for the study, the original records of the Cyclist Geo-C geo-game prototype and the aggregated dataset describing the trips. Appendix A describes the two of them and its data structure.

The first dataset contained a list of time-stamped coordinates of cyclists location during the experiment, a list of time-stamped measurements processed by the Google Fit API [43], the list of trip start and stop times reported by participants using the geo-game, and the list of tags describing each trip. These four files were the input of the geospatial analysis which generated the new geospatial dataset.

The second dataset is the result of aggregating the time-stamped coordinates, measurements and tags. It has the coordinates integrated with the measures of speed and distance coming from the Google Fit API. The trip segments defined by lines connecting a pair of following user locations. The trips were the joint set of ordered segments with differences in time lower than 5 minutes and 1 Km. Finally, the set of trips origin and destination.

In addition to the previous datasets, our analysis relied on a comparable framework which considered the existing or planned bicycle paths and urban boundaries. We acquired the bicycle paths in Münster from the Openstreetmap [21] database, in Castelló from the city transport authority [44], and in Valletta from the Malta bicycle network plan [45]. For the urban boundaries, we used data from OECD functional urban areas - FUA [46] and urban morphological zones - UMZ [47]. These datasets served for representing comparable areas of study composed by the three urban areas and the existing or planned bicycle lanes.

3.2. Methods

The spatial analysis of the dataset consisted of two complementary parts. In the first part, we used the Python Geojson library to create linestring objects [48] that linked two consecutive coordinates, their timestamps, speed and distance as automatically recorded by the geo-game. Then trips were represented as linestring objects which started from an origin point, joined the sequence of segments until finding the next segment with either a timestamp five minutes after or a distance longer than one kilometre. Both origin and destination points were also stored as Geojson objects.

In the second part of the analysis, we created a 30-metre side hexagonal grid to summarise segments and trips statistics, simplified the visualisation, and, therefore, identified cycling patterns
The grid comes out after creating individual arrays with the local coordinate system; they were 30 metres side hexagons merged into a single layer with the WGS84 reference system. The merged grid supports spatial analysis using GPS tracks and other GIS compatible layers such as bicycle paths and urban areas. We calculated, at each grid spot, summary statistics for the intersecting segments and trips in order to identify cycling, walking and non-cycling patterns, trips origin and destination, and the grid location within the urban area. We classified the segments as walking segments with walking speed of less than 5 km/h [14]; otherwise, as cycling segments with a cycling speed between 5 and 50 km/h [15]; and non-cycling segments, when they have a speed greater than 50km/h.

To define the frictions that inhibit bicycle commuting, we considered a scenario in which a cyclist faced an obstacle or a circumstance that forced to either slow down or stop cycling and walk the bike. In this case the cyclist cannot maintain a constant cycling speed during the trip [50]. Based on that, if a participant cycles uniformly, we can expect the same number of trips and segments crossing at each spot. Consequently, if a participant faces an obstacle or circumstance, we can expect more segments than trips. It could happen due to the GPS effect of recording multiple locations when the sensor moves slowly or stays in the same location [51].

We defined three frictions levels. As first level frictions, we selected the grid cells intersecting at least one walking segment. As second level frictions, we chose the first level frictions located farther than one hundred metres from a trip origin or destination (we considered participants at these areas had more chances to walk their bikes or slow down the speed). Finally, we calculated the friction intensity as a ratio of the number of walking segments per cycling segments. As third level frictions, we identified grid cells having ratios between one half and two (50% - 200%). With this criterion, we aimed to where a significant proportion of participants did not record cycling speeds.

Using the spatial aggregation functions (such as distance, intersection, union, etc.) available in PostGIS 2.2 and QGIS 3.0, we proceed to merge adjacent third level friction cells and calculate descriptive statistics. We considered these places as the potential locations of frictions and described them based on the surrounding environment, distance to bicycle paths, urban infrastructure, street network, and landmarks. We then classified these places according to the size of grid areas and the proportion of walking and cycling segments.

Finally, we described the cycling patterns taking into account the distance travelled by the participants, the speed and time of the trip (day of the week and hour of the day). For this description, we classified as recorded on a bike path those segments located within 30 metres of it. Also, we geographically analysed the bike paths used, and not used, by participants as well as the correspondent cycling speed. Consequently, we compared the differences in such values between cities.

4. Results

The first part of the analysis produced a dataset containing 1.605 trips made out of 62.968 segments and described in Table 1. While Münster had a higher number of trips, Castelló and Valletta had almost two times more segments. Cycled distance in Castelló was more than five hundred, whereas in Münster and Valletta it was about three hundred kilometres. Additionally, the rate of cycling segments was higher in Castelló which more than doubled Valletta’s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cycled distance</th>
<th>Trips</th>
<th>Segments</th>
<th>Cycling segments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Münster</td>
<td>306.6 Km</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>14.725</td>
<td>39.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castelló</td>
<td>556.3 Km</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>25.678</td>
<td>54.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valletta</td>
<td>331.7 Km</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>22.565</td>
<td>23.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.878 Km</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.605</strong></td>
<td><strong>62.968</strong></td>
<td><strong>39.92%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1. Frictions preventing from bicycle commuting

We covered each city study area with a 30 metre hexagonal grid as a way to aggregate or bin the number of trips and segments as well as to identify the cycling patterns. We estimated the friction intensity at each grid cell or the ratio of walking segments per cycling segments described in the Methodology section 3. We plotted out the number of walking and cycling segments, if they were equal, we should expect the $x = y$ line pattern. However, Figure 1 shows the grid cells diverging from that expected line, especially those cells which do not have neither origins nor destinations. Our first level frictions corresponded to the set of cells deviating from the line.

In general, grid cells were intersected by fewer than fifty trips and one hundred segments but, when grid cells had trips origin/destination, the number of segments was up to ten times higher. This means that participants recorded more segments than trips while they were starting or finishing a trip. Since they either remained in the same location or had a slow speed, the GPS recorded multiple locations that afterwards became segments. Therefore, the analysis did not consider those grid cells as frictions. The city of Valletta showed more grid cells with a high number of segments than the other two cities, a potential signal of a higher number of frictions.

Our results went beyond the traditional perspective of mapping cyclists preferred/non-preferred streets, mainly due to our focus on places inhibiting cyclists movement. Figure 2 shows, on the left, the conventional cycling representation and the cyclists’ preferred streets; on the centre the first level frictions or grid cells with walking segments; and on the right, the third level frictions where cycling intensity was between 50% and 200%.

The differences seen in Figure 2 are the result of analysing not only cycling but also walking. The frictions (on the centre and right part of the figure) complements the view of cycling distribution; they indicate places where participants not only cycled but also decreased their speed or stopped during the trip. Level three frictions did not consider trip origins or destinations due to the higher probability of participants waking before starting or after finishing a trip.

We categorized the level-three frictions into one or more of the four scenarios: the already known cycling constraints, street intersections, city-specific intersections, and landmarks. Figure 3 shows...
a selection of places having third-level frictions usually associated with street intersections forcing cyclists to decrease their speed. Additionally, in Münster, we found frictions when participants moved from dedicated bicycle paths to local streets, intersecting highways, or at the surroundings of the city lake. In Castelló we found such places at cumbersome turns in bicycle paths, roundabouts, or at the entrance to a city park. Finally, in Valletta, we found frictions usually associated with steep slopes, grade separations such as the underpass leading to the university.

After the aggregation of adjacent grid cells, we classified friction intensity considering the size of affected grid areas and the average friction intensity. We found almost half of these areas in Valletta with 143 places, Münster with 71, and Castelló, with 70. Third level frictions in Valletta usually came from the steep slopes faced by participants, which makes the cycling environment different to the ones in Münster or Castelló. Figure 4 shows the four quadrants of the size of grid areas and intensity. The analysis focused on the top two, due to the higher number of walking segments.

The grid areas at the top right quadrant (33 grid areas - GA) were bigger in size, with higher intensity and mostly present in Valletta (24 GA out of the 33). The grid areas at the top left quadrant (107 GA) were smaller in size but with high intensity. There were grid areas with high friction intensity at the three cities but in different proportions. In Münster (35 GA with high friction intensity
Figure 3. Bicycle trips, level one and level three frictions.

Figure 4. Aggregated level-three frictions intensity and size.
- HFI), they were mostly at intersections controlled by traffic lights; in Castelló (29 GA with HFI), they were mostly at intersections, roundabouts and the pedestrianised downtown; and in Valletta (76 GA with HFI), they were mostly across streets with steep slopes, street intersections and grade separations. Our results combined the programmatically functions and a visual examination for describing the cycling environment.

4.2. The cycling patterns identified

We identified cycling patterns from the trips distribution in time on the one hand, and the use of bicycle paths on the other. The patterns start from participants’ cycled distance across the days of the week and during the day following a commuting pattern. Besides the different levels of use of the bicycle paths at the three cities.

4.2.1. Trip patterns

For the trips distribution, we considered the distance cycled per day of the week and hour of the day. Figure 5 shows the cycled distance during the experiment of the three cities differentiated by its location in or out of the UMZ. Cycling was more intense on weekdays than on weekends and the trips concentrated more during working hours. These two features belong to commuter patterns and, in this case, the trips also followed a bimodal distribution [52,53].

After identifying the segments using a bicycle path, we found participants from Münster recording 65.54% of the cycled distance on a path, while participants in Castelló did it for the 30.58%. Although Valletta has no bicycle paths, we used the streets selected at the Malta Transport Plan (2018) for building a bicycle path and found participants recording 13.55% of the cycling distance on those streets. In general, participants in Münster tended to cycle through the streets with bicycle paths, due to the city’s high-quality cycling network, while participants in Castelló cycled often through existing bicycle paths despite the reduced coverage of the network.

Using segments speed, we examined the hourly distribution of trips per city. Figure 6 shows trips usually starting after 6 in the morning, with some trips in Münster recorded early in the morning and a participant in Valletta who continuously recorded non-cycling segments all night long. Participants from Castelló recorded more trips between 16 and 18 hours while in Münster and Valletta they recorded more trips during the morning or afternoon, probably due to their local commuting times. In Münster, we found a periodic concentration of trips during the day which could mean a more structured cycling scheduling.

Additional to the hourly distribution of trips, we found that Valletta had the lowest cycling speed between the three cities, 14.6 km/h on average, while Castelló and Münster had a higher cycling speed, 15.0 Km/h and 14.8 Km/h. Looking into the location of trips, participants from Münster and Valletta recorded most of the segments within the urban area (89.17% and 93.94%) while participants in Castelló recorded more than one half of the cycling distance on those streets. In general, participants in Münster tended to cycle through the streets with bicycle paths, due to the city’s high-quality cycling network, while participants in Castelló cycled often through existing bicycle paths despite the reduced coverage of the network.

4.2.2. Use of bicycle paths

Using the segments classification whether they were recorded or not on a bicycle path, we found participants from Münster mostly recording trips on bicycle paths, 76.8% of the cycled distance, and participants from Castelló lesser, with only 47.8% of the cycled distance. However, the tendency differs when seeing the cycled distance in kilometres. Participants from Münster cycled fewer kilometres in bicycle paths (235.5 km) than participants from Castelló (265.9 km), and participants
from Valletta rarely cycled along the streets planned to have bicycle paths (95.7, 28.8). Figure 7 shows the recorded trips as lines with different colours for the distance recorded on a bicycle path. It shows the three different patterns: Münster with a greater distance cycled on a bicycle path, Valletta with more distance cycled out of a bicycle path, and Castelló with a combination of the two previous patterns.

Figure 5. Hourly distribution of cycled distance per day of the week.
**Figure 6.** Hourly distribution of cycling speed.

**Figure 7.** Cycled distance using bicycle paths.
Trying to find the differences within cities, we used the cycling distance recorded on a bicycle path per trip per day of the week. Figure 8 shows Castelló with high variability across the days and more trips using bicycle paths on Sundays. The figure shows Münster with most of the trips having over 50% of the cycled distance on a bicycle path and fewer trips on Saturdays and Sundays. Finally, most of the trips in Valletta with very little distance on a planned bicycle path and very few trips on Saturdays or Sundays.

![Figure 8. Cycled distance, proportion per trip.]

We aggregated the trips and segments recorded on a bicycle path and mapped them to visualise the paths participants used. Figure 9 shows the bicycle paths in blue, in green the paths where participants recorded at least one trip, and in red the segments recorded out of bicycle path. We found the segments out of the paths mostly at the city centres. In Münster, few segments crossed by the city centre while in Castelló the city centre concentrated most of the segments out of a bicycle path. Although the majority of trips in Valletta were out of the planned bicycle network, we saw trips at some of the streets of the plan and also across the surroundings.

In order to examine the difference in speed, we compared the average cycling speed of segments recorded in and out bicycle paths. Figure 10 shows Münster had a slightly higher speed in bicycle paths while Castelló the higher speed was out of the bicycle path. Such a difference can come from the fact of participants cycling out of the urban areas of Castelló. For Valletta, this comparison only pretends to serve as a baseline to contrast future urban interventions on bicycle paths. Although we found a non-statistically significant difference, comparing cycling speeds in the bicycle paths deserves additional analysis and demands field-work validation.

5. Discussion

Along with the study, we found four main topics shaping our research discussion: the concepts of friction and trip, the grid-based methodology, the representativity of our sample size, and the method replication. Our study explores the advantages of defining "frictions" as well as the positive outcomes of our research for aggregating cycling information. It explores the focus on urban cycling and the study limitations of having a small sample size. Finally, we contrast the main research
Despite the interest of transport experts in understanding bicycle trips and the frictions constraining it, these two concepts are not easy to define nor to turn them into algorithms able to identify them. Our approach aimed to tackle such difficulty and took advantage of a grid-based methodology that optimised data processing and visualisation. Our methodology supported the analysis of the crowdsourced data notwithstanding the small sample size. In that sense, we saw our method as a feasible and reusable alternative to identify cycling patterns based on GPS tracks. To have a standard definition of a bicycle trip and friction allowed us to compare the cycling patterns between three European cities. For the bicycle trips, we combined time and distance constraints to build a dataset to represent bicycle trips spatially. First, we represented the cyclists’ trajectories from
location data crowdsourced through mobile phones. Second, we identified the frictions constraining those trips by analysing the deviation from an ideal cycling scenario. Although we are aware of the possibilities of improvement of our method, we considered an achievement the possibility of programmatically identify the 1.605 bicycle trips and 284 frictions of this study.

The definition of “frictions” was more relevant than the definition of “bicycle trips”. The analysis of urban cycling needed to go beyond the geographic perspective in order to understand frictions not only as a geometry happening at a particular time. We, therefore, used an ideal cycling scenario to compare with the crowdsourced trips and estimated the existing deviation in speed to drive our analysis. In practice, we defined a procedure with three levels that not only allowed us to identify frictions but also brought up criteria for their description. The two additional levels of frictions increased consistency by considering more than the number of walking segments, origins, destinations, and adding the friction intensity ratio. The identified frictions were located at places with segments recorded at low speeds induced by an external factors.

Our methodology joined three main components: the crowdsourced bicycle trips, a hexagonal grid, and the spatial aggregation of trips and segments to identify frictions. The grid-based approach normalises the analysis and provides comparable results between cities. The advantages of using a grid went beyond visualisation; it enabled mixed geographical and numerical comparisons within cities. Consequently, we used it to calculate the summary statistics for segments at each grid cell and compare the number of walking and cycling segments. The grid expanded the traditional view of overlapping lines or heat maps used for cycling visualisation. Such structure and the summary statistics supported the visualisation of streets preferred by cyclists and revealed hidden patterns coming from non-cycling segments. Figure 2 is the example of a single layer showing three different views. Additionally, the grid supported data visualisation out of the geographic domain, some examples of non-geographical visualisations are in Figure 4 and Figure 8. Such a combination of geographic and numeric visualisation is not common in cycling analysis, the majority of cycling studies, as well as some transport studies, usually stick to one of the two alternatives [54].

Using bicycles for commuting is a transport mode with exciting mobility patterns. Our results are intentionally comparable with mobility studies from other transport modes, especially concerning the hourly distribution of trips across the days of the week shown in Figure 5. Despite the differences in methodology between our study and conventional transport studies, our insights into participants’ commuter behaviour are comparable and offer higher detail. We consider our approach can, therefore, complement conventional transport studies.

Due to small sample size of our study, we did not extrapolate our conclusions to a city level. However, considering our focus on identifying frictions inhibiting cyclists commuting, we focused our analysis on the urban areas, the description of the cycling environment, and potential benefit of our outcomes for policy-makers. We provided a simple estimator of friction intensity and considered it an objective view of the use of bicycles and the restrictions faced in the cities. Although our methodology identified the frictions faced by participants during cycling and provided a replicable method for other cities, it does not cover the validation fieldwork. In addition to this, we foresee methodological improvements for geometry and temporal processing that do not reduce the consistency of our results.

One of the advantages of our study and the main reason to develop an independent application was the focus on commuters. We found the combination of a customised mobile application and the experimental design appropriate to crowdsource bicycle trips, able to provide insights into bicycle commuting, and easy to deploy in the three cities. One of the insights revealed people connecting towns and cities with bicycles, contrasting the usual prejudgement of distance limiting urban cycling. Trying to analyse the influence of bicycle paths as enablers of cycling commuting, we spatially linked the segments with its closest bicycle path to cycling conditions in and out the bicycle path. Such procedure allowed us to find slight differences when it comes to cycling speed in the cities of Münster and Castelló.
The common framework focused on urban areas allowed us to compare the cycling patterns between cities even if they differed in cycling culture or infrastructure. We tested the framework analysing three different contexts: the almost non-existent cycling environment in Valletta, an evolving cycling environment in Castelló, and the internationally recognised pro-cycling environment in Münster. Moreover, our results translated into numbers stand out the differences between cities when it comes to cycled distance in bicycle paths: zero in Valletta (95.7 Km in the streets planned to have them), 265.9 Km in Castelló, 235.5 Km in Münster. Besides, we evaluated the use of bicycle paths. In Münster, participants left uncovered about 65% of the bicycle paths; in Castelló, it was about 30% of the network without trips; In Malta, participants did not record a trip on 50% of the streets planned to build bicycle paths. Despite the existing bias coming from the small sample size and trips’ repetition associated with commuting patterns, our study successfully supported the evaluation of the use of bicycle paths in the three cities.

In order for other researchers to reproduce our study [55], the set of functions used in the study are available in an open repository (see supplementary materials). Such compilation used popular programming languages for implementing data analysis and simplified the task of reproduction in future studies. We deliberately used open source GIS tools to avoid complex requirements for future analysis and did not restrict to the use of any GIS software. The compilation of tools and datasets are a contribution to future research on urban cycling and is part of the Open City Toolkit [56,57]. Our study served as a testbed to validate the convenience of open and reproducible research for urban cycling.

Apart from the planned research outcomes, the study opened up the alternatives for future cycling-related research. We found the need for improvement the process of data cleaning when it comes to datasets collected with mobile phones and GPS which could extended the scope of future analysis. Data cleaning should focus on a better definition of bicycle trips, the identification of origins, destinations, and stops. There are additional descriptors that can be obtained from our datasets such as bearing angle, effective cycled distance or the connection with different transport modes. Although our research scope did not consider the trajectory analysis, our dataset can feed such methods which are gaining in popularity but lack valid data for validation.

Due to the promising idea of having open datasets for urban cycling, our study produced a set of documented tools that can extend or feed emerging and popular fields such as machine-learning, parallel processing, or artificial intelligence. Moreover, considering the limitations of the majority of cities to successfully implement such tools, we aim to offer our experience and data to simplify the technical evaluation of data analysis for bicycle commuting.

6. Conclusions

The study successfully identified 284 places with potential frictions inhibiting bicycle commuting: 71 in Münster, Germany; 70 in Castelló, Spain; and 143 in Valletta, Malta. Participants at those places recorded bicycle trips but some other segments were recorded at low speed indicating a deviation from an ideal cycling scenario. We technically selected the places having a friction intensity between 50% and 200% which meant the number of walking segments (speed less than 5 km/h) represented between one half and two times the number of cycling segments (speed between 5 and 50 km/h). We therefore described the potential frictions considering the distance to bicycle paths, surrounding infrastructure, and location in the urban area.

Our contribution is a combination of a reliable dataset of bicycle trips recorded in three European cities, a set of analysis tools to identify frictions and cycling patterns, and the identified frictions faced by about 60 participants. The use case presented in this paper contributes to the current trend of analysing urban mobility and cycling patterns; it also serves as a reference for cities willing to evaluate the existing cycling environment. However, due to the limited number of participants, our results reflect only the participants’ behaviour and cannot be generalise to a city level. Having a
bigger sample size, our method would have produced results to better represent cycling dynamics at such scale.

Despite the generic definition of “frictions” used for this study, it supported our methodology and the reproducibility of the experiment. However, future works should include improvements such as the fieldwork validation and probably co-validation from participants. The experiment setup is suitable for collecting bicycle trips with mobile phones, identifying and describing the frictions inhibiting bicycle commuting and general cycling patterns. The use of a grid-based analysis and a common framework for the urban areas guaranteed the comparability of the results among cities. Also, it expands the commonly adopted approach of analysing trips units by spatially aggregating trip segments.

**Supplementary Materials:** More information about the Open City Toolkit is available online at [http://geo-c.eu/opencitytoolkit](http://geo-c.eu/opencitytoolkit), the source code of the Cyclist Geo-C mobile App is available online at: [https://github.com/GeoTecINIT/Mag-ike](https://github.com/GeoTecINIT/Mag-ike), the dataset and the functions used for the study are available online at: [https://github.com/GeoTecINIT/CyclingPathAnalysis](https://github.com/GeoTecINIT/CyclingPathAnalysis)
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**Abbreviations**

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

- LBS: Location-based services
- FUA: Functional urban areas
- GPS: Global Positioning System
- OCT: Open City Toolkit
- OECD: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
- UMZ: Urban morphological zones
- WGS84: World Geodetic Reference System

**Appendix A.**

This appendix describes the data structure of the input data used for the study. Files belong to the supplementary materials.
### Cyclist_Location.csv
- **Device**: Code identifying the user/device recording the location
- **Latitude**: Location latitude in decimal degrees
- **Longitude**: Location longitude in decimal degrees
- **Altitude**: Location altitude in metres
- **Precision**: Location precision or accuracy of the location reported by the device
- **time_gps**: Recording time in format: `YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.sssZ`

### Cyclist_Measurement.csv
- **Device**: Code identifying the user/device recording the measurement
- **Time_device**: Recording time in format: `YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.sssZ`
- **Measurement**: Kind of measurement recorded: last recorded distance, distance from the trip start, last recorded speed. The kind of measurement defines the measurement units: metres (m) or metres per second (ms)
- **value**: Measurement value

### Cyclist_Trip.csv
- **Device**: Code identifying the user/device recording the trip
- **Trip_count**: Number identifying the trip
- **Start_point.0**: Start point longitude
- **Start_point.1**: Start point latitude
- **End_latitude**: End point latitude
- **End_longitude**: End point longitude
- **trip_start**: Time when the trip started in format: `YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.sssZ`
- **trip_stop**: Time when the trip ended in format: `YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.sssZ`

### Cyclist_Tag.csv
- **Device**: Code identifying the user/device recording the tag
- **Trip_count**: Number identifying the trip number associated with the tag
- **tag_count**: Number identifying the tag
- **Text**: Raw tag text
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